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A NEW START FOR OUR YOUTH

YMCA d'Haïti

January – March 2018

Editorial
Dear friends,

IN THIS ISSUE

I am so happy to share the YMCA d’Haiti with you again, via this journal.
On March 31st, we closed our first quarter, and felt good about the progress
made. We shared, early this week, the quarterly report with our partners in
the coalition, for more insight.

 Editorial

If the true merit of a mason is recognized at the foot of the wall, as it tells if
the house to be built will be squared and respectful of the architect design; the
true merit of an organization is the state of the results obtained at the end of
the first quarter, as these tell if the year-end will be successful.

 Exchange Visit Program
with Springfield College

So, how did we start the year?

 “Wine to Water Project”

After conceiving a budgeted work plan and obtained the board approval, we
went to work to share both plan and budget with the partners. Throughout
this quarter, driven by the desire to make a difference while being useful to
our community, we walked between Geneva, New York and New Jersey to
meet with partners and friends and explain our objectives. We also had
conference calls with our coalition partners and fruitful discussions with other
local and international partners.

 Key Activities

Our ability to get our partners on board, explain our objectives and obtain
their agreement to channel their technical and financial assistance towards
meeting our objectives, justifies our success and progress. That also explains
why YMCA d’Haiti is making a difference in the communities, contrary to the
myriad of NGO’s in Haiti that became experts in showing no results.

Leaders Club

Dear friends, I am pleased to tell you that YMCA d’Haiti is doing well,
Gwénaël Apollon

 Peace Medal

 OMV2

After school
Reading and Literacy
POTEKOLE

 Women’s Day
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8th CEREMONY OF THE MEDAL OF PEACE
Engineer by profession, M. Jean
Pierre is best known for his sport
activities where he is also a
trainer who transmits healthy
values to the youth. In his
speech, he emphasized that he is
only satisfied if what he
transmits is being applied by the
youth. M. Jean Pierre was rightly
honored for his efforts, courage
and charity as the YMCA d’Haiti
8th Peace Medal recipient.

Once again, YMCA d’Haiti reunites the leaders of the communities
around peace. They attend the ceremony of the presentation of the
8th Peace Medal of the YMCA d’Haiti on January 20th, 2018. This year
the medal was awarded to Eng. Alain Jean-Pierre. It is the first time
that a sport activist received the prestigious distinction from the
YMCA d’Haiti.

At this occasion, YMCA d’Haiti
is proud to show the former
Peace medalists as role models to
the youth. It is important that
they participate every year in an
event where they could exchange
with these figures of our society
while they search for their future.

EXCHANGE VISIT / SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
For Springfield College Students, this
was #2. From March 10 to 17, 2018 a
second cohort of 12 students visited Haiti
and the YMCA. This time, they were
accompanied
by
a
Professional
Photographer and 2 Instructors including
the President of Springfield College. They
enjoyed the children’s company from the
“Had Faith Haiti Mission Orphanage”
where they painted and embellished the
space. At the YMCA, everything was
ready to delight their stay: fellowship and
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social exchanges with our young leaders,
basketball court’s renovation project of the YMCA
“Konbit Center”, visit of community school in
Gressier, visit of the American Embassy, visit of
MUPANAH (National Pantheon Museum), which
sparked the curiosity of Mrs. Cooper, President of
the College, who learned a lot about our history
and so many other activities.
There were also training sessions, where our
young
leaders
were
the
beneficiaries.
Professionally, students from Springfield College
presented three sessions on Advocacy, Public
Speaking and Developing a Sense of Purpose.
These topics generated excitement and a lot of
debate. They took part and experienced many

other cultural activities like a culinary experience
around our famous "soup joumou”. The stage was
a kitchen class where our guests learned how to
cook this national meal of ours.

OMV2 : MY VOICE MATTERS!
YMCA
d’Haiti
always
participates in these World
Alliance
activities
and
projects. This year is no
exception with the OMV2
assessment to learn about
young people's views on
social, political and economic
issues in order to make future
decisions that reflect their
needs and aspirations. With
the '' One Million Voices 2 '', our youth and teenagers formed groups
to debate on topics related to their survival. Issues such as
employment, environment, health and spiritual values as well as
Civic engagement were amply discussed.
The YMCA d’Haiti is doing this assessment in eight the
communities located in four of the ten departments of the country.
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Wine to Water Project, a Youth Social Enterprise
Wine
to Water and the YMCA d’Haiti spent a
WateProject
year planning this social enterprise model for
the development of the leadership of our youth.
On March 10th and 11th, 2018, 5 of these young
leaders received a training on this model of
social business that consists of the sale of
drinking water filters. These young people are
now ready to enter this market and have a taste
of the entrepreneurial world.

AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAM
Known as the main activity of the YMCA
d’Haiti, this activity is carried out in all our
YMCA community centers. The students meet
with the young volunteers under the
supervision of the coordinators for the review
of their lessons and to receive very much
needed help with homework and learning
values.

READING & LITERACY
The afterschool program participants are happy
to enjoy reading through this program. The
coordinators of each center organized workshops
and reading clubs especially during weekends.
Other students from the schools nearby, have
also access to the program.

POTEKOLE
Thanks to the Michael Weil Fund for Education, the support of the Germany YMCA and the Global
Teens from the Greater New York YMCA, the Scholarship Program called POTEKOLE is doing well.
Every student is making sure they hold their marks high in order to keep their place. Often times,
programs like this are their only hope for a better future.
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LEADERS CLUB
Many of the concepts learned last
year by young leaders are put into
practice early this year. Together,
they defined an activity
agenda covering the entire
2018 year while maintaining
the autonomy of each leading
club.
In addition to training and
internships, job opportunities
are offered to the Club Leaders
at the National Office. This
year two young leaders are
employed.
These young leaders are
participating actively. They
vow to be directly involved in
all of their YMCA activities.
At
the
Medal
Peace
Ceremony, the young leaders
assumed great leadership in
all facets of the event. red the
level
of
professionalism,

cultural and artistic points. The audience was more than satisfied
with their level of professionalism and their cultural and artistic
performances.
The young leaders from Camp-Perrin went to Port-à-Piment in an
awareness camp to share what the YMCA is doing in the
community.
The ceremony of the Young Leader Model of the Year was held on
Saturday, March 24, 2018. This ceremony is part of the process of
enhancing the volunteer effort made by young people and attracting
other young people not only to attend the YMCA but especially to
get involved in our activities and in the transformation of
communities.

COMMEMORATION OF WOMEN’S
INTERNATIONAL DAY
On March 8th, to commemorate
Woman’s
International Day, the YMCA community center in
Camp-Perrin organized a celebration to honor the
women who accomplished important things and
assumed leadership roles in the community.
The youth collected money to participate and
distribute gifts to these honorable women.

